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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0227514A1] 1. Support system for facade cladding elements, particularly folded sheet metal box sections, comprising : anchoring pieces
(100) in the general shape of a square, having two arms (110, 150) approximately at right angles, a first arm of the anchoring piece being provided
with first means of fixing (112) enabling it to be secured to the facade with the possibility of adjustment between each anchoring piece and the
facade in a first direction (I) parallel to the facade, intermediate connecting pieces (200) fitted onto the second arm (150) of each anchoring piece,
extending at right angles to the facade, by means of second means of fixing (152, 160) allowing adjustment between the anchoring pieces (100) and
the connecting pieces (200) in a second direction (II) at right angles to the first, and at right angles to the facade, a multiplicity of parallel sections
(300), brackets (500) mounted in the channels (308) of the sections (300) and acting as support for the cladding elements (600) characterised in
that it incorporates locking pieces (400) in the form of elongated plates (410), fitted onto the connecting pieces by means of third means of fixing
(232, 430), and fixed securely on the sections in a relative position adjustable in a third direction (III), generally at right angles to said first and said
second directions of adjustment and parallel to the longest dimension of the sections, the brackets (500) being securely fixed in a position adjustable
in said third direction (III).
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